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It took
a great deal of courage to admit,
I was part of consciousness
as a God-like source,
as all on earth and beyond.

And in that, there is a presence invisible
of past ancestral and non physical
living in us all,
historically present, invisibly able,
to connect as such
because of a mind to a mind incredible thread -

A type of energy electrical,
ether type of source or force.

A genuine type of energetic field
because as a being of an earthly life,
we have an ability to communicate
without any need to plug in or light up.

The value of course
is so often an unknown ability
taken for granted
as those thoughts of unique quality.
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Thoughts
as a vision, dream or feeling, sensed as a touch …

but ever so deeply to not forget but plant as if love
as so very part of It, that connection
beyond the normal, usual, ordinary and physical.
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e come
as a newly bundled up unique parcel
crammed prior in a womb
and umbilical-ly threaded and fed to grow:
then dated and stamped arrive,
cut from prior to now,
life as earth as breath survive and grow.

But in that, of a phase,
what are we here to learn, express or view?

What type of being in the mind comes too?

The life is a powerfully expressive place and space,
earthly placed,
without any form or map to take or shape.

ut what if in each a seed,
a type of universal, quantum,
physical connection exists:
a God-like whatever beyond source,
connecting us to undertake to know,
gain from and show
of benefit for all prior, now and future too?
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hat if …
we are a clone-like being, generational
and ever more so, a consciousness pool speck of life,
prior knowing but with the ability to learn and grow
in a physical being a new life on earth
to form far more knowledge and far more humility
and far more meaning, purpose and ability,
creatively placed to learn –

love is what this human existence
is to become,
to overcome past views
of horrible war-like happenings
and vile attitudes and sources of misery?

hat if …
all we are and do
was to begin to quietly talk to ourself
about what I am on earth meant to be or do?
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It takes …
enormous courage
to step aside from the previous life
fed by propaganda, self serving drone-like beasts
who care less but want more and more
of greedy need at our expense.

It takes …
a life of worth to become
far more observant, reflective,
thoughtful and objective.

It is not an instant fix to love oneself
especially in the West.
Sure thing, exceptionalism
but that is of a tribal notion
and nothing but of idle arrogance,
ignorant of a life worthy and worthwhile.

The fact that a God is an invisible presence
means we are already able to attain
any one thing about a life - our own.

For in a mind as a conscious being
we have a connection as D.N.A. type link
to all ever required to draw upon
and to even have as an ally each day - from day one.
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It takes …
the dedicated curiosity
of an individual to question endlessly:

And to what extent
am I to become worthy and invaluable as myself
without a world outside expecting of me
when too incapable at times or fearful?
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The whole of a life –
curiosity, uncertainty,
unfolding mystery.

But is that not so questionable
to get to observe, experience and learn
if life is more the personal, individual exceptional,
God-like presence, invisibly entwined,
like the air as ether and quantum, universal
or Cosmic consciousness
of which we have as the ultimate source
to which each are so incredibly magically formed
and then earth to live and breathe:
earth to exist and learn experientially.

Phenomenal …
is what a God-like form in me is to those I share
because as love invisible I am to claim myself
part of this force and form, source unique

because without being a part,
no hope to communicate
with those of my own and others
historically and too genealogically.
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Wireless – none involved.
No App involved.
No technological apparatus.

This is a viable and reliable piece
of spiritual, invisible, God-like presence,
in terms of a connection, mind to a mind.

How great are you … and It,

this form of life-living endlessness
of a consciousness?
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hat if …

I have travelled everywhere
at least on a pilgrimage or two now maybe more,
but still what if we are in each
the presence of something more, something great?

What if we are in fact the living of a worldly life
only to discover at the end there was more
and in that, the whole or benefit,
the knowledge of who we truly are
and in that of course, a Godly self,
a part of what is in each to develop and create
a more substantial life of greater benefit?

                        ------0------
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